Introduction
We a,re concerned with analytical expressions for the prediction errors of second order stationary random fields a-,o, (*,n) e 22. [3] . More recently several authors have treated different kinds of prediction theoretical problems for stationary random fields, cf. e.g.
[a]- [11] and [13] .
Let $^,n, (*,n) e 22 , be a stationary random field. Mainly the following prediction problems have been treated in literature (i) the half-plane prediction enor (1.1) ll"t(r)ll' : llro,o - ProjTrp, , r:jco, kezlro, oll2,  (ii) the lexicographic prediction ertor (1.2) ll"'@)ll": llro,o -Proj41.r,*:i1.o,kEz or j=0,r46)o6,ell2, (iii) the extended half-plane prediction enor (1. 3) ll"t(")ll '=llro, , .2:jlo, kEz, (j, k)t(o, oy1os, sllz,  (iv) the guarter-plane prediction error (1.4) ll"n(r)ll':llto,o-Proj41,,,r:j<o,,raolos,0ll2.
Analytical expressions for ller(c)ll2 were obtained independently in [5] and [8] (cf. [t] ) and, respectively, for ll"'@)ll' in [2] . Corresponding results for lle3(c)ll2 have been obtained in [6] and [11] .
Our main result is an analytical expression for llea(o)ll2 under the strong commutation condition, introduced in [ ] (cf. Theorem 3.9 and 3.10 [8] .
As noted earlier, our main results are derived under the strong commutation condition. Sufficient spectral conditions for the strong commutation condition to hold have been obtained by Solta,ni [13] and Miamee and Niemi [10] .
Geometrical interpretation
Let {c-,,} be a stationar5r random field. The information sets generated by observations t*,n, (rnrn) e 5 (c Z'), are defined as closed linear subspaces of L2 (Q,"A,,P) as follows:
H,:@{ai,*: (j,k) (n) e H" (n,n) , (m,n) M : {, -Proj s36-rrz : z e n"(S(*-,"))}.
It is obvious that M : Hw"@)(S(--,n)). Moreover, by the strong commutativity Pr oj sz,1n-11 z --P r oj 41n-g Pr oj s, 1^12
: Projs"l^,n-t)zt z eHr(S(m-,r)), showing that M : {" -Projs,l^,n-r)z : z € Hr(S(m-,"))}..
Since for all z € H,(*,n-l) , z -Projs,(m,n-r)z:0, it is then obvious that M: {r-Projs,l*,n-t)z i z e H,(m,rr)}: H,(m,n)eH,(m,n-l).
The next result shows that the *-prediction problem, introduced in [13] , reduces to the lexicographical one when {*^,n} has the strong commutation property. The fact that x*,nf llf,+(m -7,n -l) : r^,nf H3+@ -!,n -1), (m,n) Thus, by applying (2.4) together with (2.9) we obtain oo,o -as,slH!(-t, -1) : Wt,o@) + Wt,o@) -(w?,o@) -wt,r@))/nw", (5((-1)-,0))
The proof of (2.11.b) is obvious.
Prcof of Theorem 2.72. It clearly follows from the orthogonality property Since {(},"} has the strong commutation property and is vertically deterministic, Hq,(-t,-l): aå(-t).
By symmetry, Hqz(-1,-1) : Hlr(-t); finishing the proof of (2.L2.a).
Since {€-,"} has the strong commutation property and is strongly purely non-deterministic one can apply Theorem 2.11 to {€-,"}, giving (2.12.b).
The proof of (2.I2.c) is obvious.
Analytical solution
Our method to obtain an analytical expression for the prediction error ll"n(r)ll' (3.1.a) that the covariance spectral measure of the stationary sequence {W}*(r)} rr" is dp!,. F\rrthermore, by the well-known prediction theoretical results on stationary sequences only dp!r(a) I du is needed in calculating the prediction error of {W},*(a) } needed in Proposition 2.4(seee.g. [12],pp.63-71 Then, Wl,n("): ,*,n, (*,n) e 22,i.e., {Wå*(z)}.es, contains a deterministic component. Moreover, obviously (g.4.b) d, u, (u, u) 3.9. Theorem. Let 1*^,.\ be a stationary random field having the strcng commutation property. tr {**,"} is strongly pwely non-deterrninistic, then (3.9.a) du, K du d,u and (3.6) holds, and (3.e.b) ll"n(r)ll' : da(a").
3.1O. Theorern. Let {r*,n} be a stationary random field having the strong commutation property. If (3.6) holds, then (3.10.a) ll"n(")ll' : llea({(c))ll' + ll(å,0(') -(,ä,0@)lut,1";(-1)ll2 r ll(ä,0(r) -$,0@) I H2s,1,y(-1)ll?
with
